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DISCOVER A NEW LEVEL OF LUXURY, 
STYLE AND COMFORT. 
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EVERY DESTINATION IS A NEW ADVENTURE
Every detail in the Nissan PATHFINDER has been designed to deliver a new level of comfort, from the 

premium interior through to the optimum ride. A stylish, aerodynamic exterior compliments the inviting 

interior which includes 7 seats with an ingenious seating system for ease of configuration like never 

before. 

The Nissan PATHFINDER has driver-focused technologies which includes intuitive ALL MODE 4x4-i, 

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) and Tri-zone Climate Control.  

Nissan PATHFINDER. Making every day driving a pleasure for all.
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NEXT-GENERATION STYLING
The Nissan PATHFINDER’s exterior styling presents a smart fusion of signature Nissan styling cues which 

is apparent at first look and first touch of both the exterior and the interior.

From the wide chrome grille to the large rear combination lights the Nissan PATHFINDER is adventure 

ready. The dual panorama moonroof combines with the large windows to create an open, airy 

interior environment.
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COMFORT IN EVERY DETAIL
Entering Nissan PATHFINDER means experiencing true comfort. The quiet, comfortable interior includes 

three rows of rich leather-appointed seating surfaces*, power tilt and telescoping steering wheel*, Nissan 

Intelligent Key with Push Engine Start and an advanced BOSE® audio system with 12 speakers* and a 

2GB music server.
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*Features available on the SV grade
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OPENING UP TO A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
The Nissan PATHFINDER’s unique versatility comes to life in the design of the 2nd and 3rd rows with exceptional 

3rd row access – thanks to large rear door openings and the EZ Flex Seating System featuring innovative LATCH 

AND GLIDE technology. With this system you can simply tilt and slide the 2nd seat forward and get into the 3rd 

row of seats, no effort required.

The roomy interior isn’t just tailor-made for passenger comfort, there’s also 2,259 litres of cargo space when the 2nd 

and 3rd row seats are folded flat. Alternatively the 2nd row splits 60/40, and the 3rd 50/50, to give you numerous 

options for carrying both passengers and loads. For more storage options there’s the under-floor storage area, 

that’s easily accessed even when the 3rd row is upright.
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DON’T LEAVE ANYONE BEHIND
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SMART TECHNOLOGY
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THREE INDIVIDUAL 
TEMPERATURES. ONE CABIN

For the complete comfort of all passengers, 

the Nissan PATHFINDER has three spacious 

cabin areas that benefit from the Tri-zone 

Climate Control System. A tailored climate 

is available to the driver, front passenger and 

rear passengers with strategically placed air 

vents right through to the 3rd row to ensure 

that everyone enjoys their choice of either 

cool or warm air. 

MUSIC ALL ROUND

The BOSE Sound System is designed 

for mind-blowing music quality all-round 

with 12 speakers, MP3, DVD, 2GB 

music server, USB and iPod connector.*

*Available on the SV model

INTUITIVE 4WD 

Controlled by a rotary dial, the ALL MODE 

4x4-i system can easily be switched 

between 3 driving modes: 2WD, AUTO 

and LOCK mode.

THE PERFECT VIEW

The Nissan PATHFINDER makes parking 

easier and safer. Fitted as standard is a rear 

view camera, giving you a 130-degree side-

to-side view, and a 92-degree top to bottom 

view. With predictive path technology and 

distance guidelines clearly displayed, you 

can reverse with confidence. The Nissan 

PATHFINDER also has reversing sensors, 

which beep to let you know when you’re 

too close to an object.

HILL DESCENT CONTROL (HDC)

The latest feature added to the Nissan 

PATHFINDER. Descend on a steep decline 

safely, as Hill Descent Control controls the 

brakes for you, letting you focus on steering 

and helping you maintain complete control.

INTELLIGENT KEY 

Never take your keys out of your 

pocket. Just push the button and the 

engine starts.



PERFORMANCE MEETS ECONOMY.
Power, courtesy of the VQ35DE engine. The Nissan PATHFINDER features the latest 

generation of Nissan’s VQ series engine - the most awarded V6 engine series in history. This 

3.5-litre V6 petrol engine delivers 190kW (260hp) of power and 325Nm (33kg-m) torque. The 

power doesn’t stop there, as the Nissan PATHFINDER has a braked towing capacity of 2,268kg 

(5,000lbs.) resulting in effortless towing. Plus there’s the multi-link rear suspension which means 

a smoother and more comfortable ride.

Efficiency, brought to you by the Next-Generation Xtronic CVT. With the Nissan 

PATHFINDER’s Xtronic CVT® transmission, you have a virtually gearless wonder. This ensures 

you have a wave of power when you need it and efficient cruising for the long road. 
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In the commitment to “Real World Safety”, Nissan pursues innovation as 

part of its Safety Shield concept. Based on the idea that cars should help 

protect people, advanced, proactive safety technologies help driver and 

passengers to avoid danger and injury in a wide range of circumstances. 

BRAKE ASSIST (BA) 
Senses emergency braking and 

automatically helps to apply 

maximum braking pressure if 

needed.

HELPS THE DRIVER TO MAINTAIN 
COMFORTABLE DRIVING
Even when a risk has not appeared, Nissan 
technologies make it easier for the driver to maintain 
safe driving conditions. Some of these innovations 
reduce the driver’s burden, while others enhance 
visibility and awareness of the immediate 
surroundings at night and when parking, for 
example.

HELPS THE DRIVER TO RECOVER FROM 
DANGEROUS CONDITIONS TO SAFE DRIVING. 
When a risk appears, warnings and automatic 
countermeasures help the driver avoid it.

HELPS MINIMIZE THE DAMAGE WHEN 
A COLLISION IS UNAVOIDABLE
In cases when a crash cannot be avoided, additional 
Nissan technology helps reduce injuries and 
damage by activating the brakes, restraining 
passengers, and applying other measures.

ma

ne

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM 
(ABS) 

In the event of an emergency situation, 

ABS ensures maximum brake force 

is applied and maintains control by 

preventing wheel lock-up.

ELECTRONIC BRAKE FORCE DISTRIBUTION (EBD)  

Enhances braking control, to optimise braking perfromance with 

loads of various weights.

6 SRS AIRBAGS 

Dual front, dual side and dual 

curtain SRS airbags will protect 

the driver and all passengers, 3rd 

row included, in the event of a 

front or side impact.
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VEHICLE DYNAMIC CONTROL (VDC)
VDC automatically controls brake and 

engine output to enhance stability when 

sensors detect that the vehicle might 

slip sideways due to steering, braking or 

accelerator pedal operation.

HILL DESCENT CONTROL (HDC)
Descend on a steep decline safely, as 

HDC controls the brakes for you, letting 

you focus on steering.

TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
(TCS) 
To help prevent wheel slip on low 

friction surfaces, TCS responds by 

reducing throttle or applying brake 

pressure to help improve traction.

REAR VIEW CAMERA
Select reverse and the 7” monitor instantly 

displays the view behind using the rear view 

camera.ca

NNTIT -L-LOISOFIX

ISOFIX is an international 

standardized fitting system, and 

is intended to make fitting child 

seats quick and simple.

ISOFFIXIX

3-POINT SEAT BELTS 

Every rear seat in the 2nd and 

3rd row has a 3-point seat belt.

SAFETY

SEAT BELT PRETENSIONERS

Seat belt pre-tensioners on the front 

seats automatically tighten the seat 

belts in certain frontal collisions, while 

load limiters are designed to give a 

little to absorb the belt force load 

transmitted to the front occupants.

the

row

fro



COLOURS DIMENSIONS

TRIMS

INFINITE BLACK (S) KH3

WHITE OPAL (3P) QAA

Leather trim Cloth trim

MOCHA STONE (M) CAL

LIGHT BEIGE (PM) HAENEW SILVER (M) K23

DARK BLUE (PM) RBG

FORCE RED (M) NAH

GREY (M) K50

Overall width:

1960mm

Overall length: 

5008mm

Approach angle

Departure angle

15°

22°

Overall height: 

1783mm
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(M) Metallic

(S) Solid

(PM) Pearl Metallic

(3P) 3-coat Pearl
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MODEL and GRADE 3.5 Base 3.5 SV

ENGINE

Engine type V6 (engine code: VQ35DE)

Max power kW (hp) 194 (260) @ 6400rpm

Max torque Nm (kg-m) 325.4 (33) @ 4400rpm

Number of cylinders, configuration 6, V6

Valves per cylinder 4

Air intake system Natural Aspiration

Engine capacity cc 3498

Bore x Stroke mm 96 x 81

Compression ratio 10.3:1

Combustion principle Electronic (direct ignition)

Fuel type Petrol

Fuel tank capacity litres 74

Fuel supply Multipoint, manifold injection

TRANSMISSION

Transmission Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)

Gear ratio 2.371-0.439

Reverse R 1.766

Final gear ratio 5.173

DRIVE TRAIN & CHASSIS

Drive configuration  Intelligent ALL MODE 4X4-i with electronic 4WD selection & lock mode

Front suspension Independent strut front suspension

Rear suspension Independent multi-link rear suspension

Front and rear stabilizer bars Standard 

Electronic hydraulic power-assisted speed-sensitive steering Standard

DIMENSIONS AND CAPABILITIES

Overall length/height/width mm 5008/1783/1960

Interior height head room 1st/2nd/3rd mm 1072/1001/960 1043/978/927

Luggage capacity (length from back door behind 1st/2nd/3rd) mm 2004/1164/503

Track width front mm 1670

Track width rear mm 1670

Ground clearance mm 180

Departure angle degrees 22.3

Approach angle degrees 14.7

Ramp breakover angle degrees 16.2

Co-efficient drag cd 0.34

WEIGHTS

Kerb weight kg 1954 1964

Gross Vehicle Mass kg 2516 2567

Gross Combination Mass kg 4394 4412

Braked towing capacity kg 2268

Unbraked towing capacity kg 750

EXTERIOR

Roof rails Standard

Automatic  halogen headlights linked with front wiper/twilight detection 

and auto hazard-system

Standard

Front fog lights N/A Standard

Side turn signal lamp on mirror Standard

Chrome door handles Standard

Body colour front and rear bumper with chrome grille Standard

Front and rear spoilers Standard

High mounted parking lamp Standard

Rear combination lamp Standard

Towing hook Standard

Dual panel moonroof N/A Standard

Privacy glass with UV reduction Standard

Manual folding and electric operated door mirror  Manual folding Heated, manual folding

MODEL and GRADE 3.5 Base 3.5 SV

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE CONTINUED

Interior rearview mirror Manual anti-dazzling Electric anti-dazzling with compass

Speed sensitive front wipers with 2 speed variable intermittent Standard

Leather steering wheel with power steering and tilt function Manual telescopic Electric telescopic

Power steering with speed sensor Standard

Steering wheel switch controls Cruise control with Audio Steering Control Device and meter display 

Tri-zone climate control Standard

Parking brake with foot release Standard

Front and rear power  window with anti pinch  Standard

Intelligent keyless system with lock, unlock (door and back door) and 

Push Engine Start

Standard

Radio/CD/MP3/DVD/2GB HDD/ USB and iPod connectivity, speed 

sensing volume with 6 speakers

Standard N/A

BOSE radio/CD/MP3/DVD/2GB HDD/ USB and iPod connectivity, 

speed sensing volume with 12 BOSE speakers

N/A Standard

Front display 7” Color LCD QVGA screen Standard

Front sunvisors with illuminated vanity mirrors and extenders Standard

Centre console, coin holder and sunglass holder Standard

Towing switch Standard

Seat and door trim Cloth Leather

Driver seat Driver power seat with 8 way slide, reclining and lifter func-

tionality; heated; manually adjustable lumber support seats

Driver power seat with 8 way slide, reclining and lifter 

functionality; heated; 2 way electrically adjustable lumber 

support seats

Passenger seat Passenger seat manual slide and recline Passenger seat electric 4-way slide and recline

EZ Flex Seating System with LATCH AND GLIDE technology Standard

2nd row seats with 60:40 split Standard

3rd row seats with 50:50 split Standard

Ceiling grip assist and coat hanger Standard

Map lamp, rear seats personal lamps,  power window switch and 

luggage illumination

Standard

Foot well lamp, front door indirect lighting  and welcoming light N/A Standard

Cluster and door finish Silver & Black Silver & Wood

Kicking plate stainless steel - front and rear N/A Standard

Cupholders: 10 Standard

Front and rear bottle holders 2+4

4 x 12V power sockets Standard

8 piece cargo net hook Standard

Intermittent rear wiper with 1 speed and washer nozzle Standard

Rear window defroster with timer Standard

SAFETY AND SECURITY

SRS Airbags Driver, passenger, side and curtain airbags

Anti-lock braking system (ABS) with Electronic Brake force Distribu-

tion (EBD)

Standard

Brake Assist (BA) Standard

Rear 2nd row (R/L/C) 3 point ELR, with height adjust function Standard

Driver and passenger seat belt with height adjust function Standard

Driver and passenger seat belt 3 point ELR with pre-tensioners and 

load limiters 

Standard

Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC): B-LSD Standard

Hill Start Assist (HSA) Standard

Hill Descent Control (HDC) Standard

Seat belt warning and driver side seat belt reminder Standard

ISOFIX with tether (2nd: right and left, 3rd: centre) Standard

Anti-theft immobiliser and hood lock alarm Standard

Windscreen washer fluid level sensor Standard

WHEELS AND TYRES

Wheel size 18” Alloy

Tyre size P235/65 R18

Spare wheel Full size steel

Nissan’s commitment to the environment
Nissan’s environmental philosophy embraces people, vehicles and nature. In the pursuit of a 

sustainable mobile society, the Nissan Green Program aims to reduce the environmental impact 

of Nissan vehicles at every stage of the vehicle life cycle, while corporate activities address 

environmental challenges.

Nissan’s commitment to quality: to provide all customers with a consistently high level of quality, Nissan applies the standard 

worldwide, to ensure that all Nissan owners enjoy peace of mind for the lives of their vehicles. The approach is based on quality 

from the customer’s perspective on three key elements: 1. The expectation of a smooth driving experience with complete 

peace of mind. 2. The intangible appeal of a vehicle, its power to captivate and excite, with features that capture attention and 

imagination. 3. The level of attentiveness and service during the sales process, and long after the sale is concluded.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to print (February 2015). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorized vehicles exhibited at 
motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this brochure 
at any time. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations of the printing 
processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved.  Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the 
written permission from Nissan is forbidden.


